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Letter 732
… And We Still Wage War
2018-12-07
Dear Jesus,
In Letter 229 Volume 8 I write about my upcoming (of@iciaL) retirement from active
employment.
But I am only retiring from being employed by an earth-space employer. In Kingdom of
Heaven terms, I am still a Soldier (see Ephesians 6 and 1st Timothy 2), and, along with the
Lord Holy Spirit and my Fellow Angelic Military Personnel, we still wage war.
Evidence of various skirmishes and con@licts have been made known in many of the dreams
I have had over the years.
Most recently I had a series of 8 dreams in which there was con@lict of some kind. These are
documented in Letters 721 - 728 and 730 Volume 8. This was in addition to some con@licts
which manifested here in earth-space. See Letter 720 Volume 8.
Earlier in this year, before I received the Retirement Letter from (G6), I had a series of
recurring visions at work which were repeated over about a 2 week period.
In the visions I would be standing in the Family Room of my Dad’s House, seeing my Dad
sitting in His Easy Chair with His feet up on His Footstool, reading the Newspaper. Every so
often He would lower the Paper just a little and, glancing over the top edge, look me in the
eye with an approving nod, and then go back to reading.
Later on I would see some headlines on the Front Page as He read. One of the headlines
was the most prominent and contained only one word:
“WAR”.
Throughout the work-days while the visions were going on, the Holy Spirit began to explain
what they were about.
Our Father is “taking it easy”, ever since handing All Authority over to His Son Jesus. Now,
He enjoys reading the Good News about how men are being saved, through the combined
efforts of His Son the Redeemer, His Spirit, those who are already Redeemed, and the help
of Faithful angels.
The memory of this vision gave me the encouragement I needed to complete my
employment at (G6). This was because the pain of my disabled body was too much for me
to bear without additional support.
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The Wars continue. But now I can @ight more on our own terms, and rest as needed, rather
than having to force myself to work through inordinate and debilitating pain week after
week.
I was also helped by my employer since this last summer, when it was agreed that I could
take every Wednesday off on vacation time, of which I had enough. This meant I worked no
more than two days in a row on any given week. Then I was able to take my @inal week, this
week, off on vacation.
I am grateful for this. It made it possible for me to complete my tenure of completing 17
years, entering into 18 years, and see things through to completion.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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